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Abstract. In this paper a methodology to develop simulation models is
presented. The methodology is based on a multi-level simulation model which
allows flexibility and process analysis. The present work starts from applied
researches in different SME enterprises. Enterprise management often needs
easy and fast developed tools to increase production capacity and flexibility. In
many cases performances increase is possible only adopting a BPR (business
processes reengineering) approach. Nevertheless the resistance to a BPR
approach is underlined in recent bibliography. The proposed approach consists
of a three stages methodology, named VirtES (Virtual Enterprise Simulator).
VirtES methodology was first applied to ceramic tiles enterprises. The results
achieved encourage the adoption to other industrial field.
Keywords: BPR, process, simulation, tile, SME.
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Introduction

The economic scenario today is highly competitive in terms of number of competitors
and costs. To remain competitive, companies have to maintain a high-level of
performance by maintaining high quality, low cost, low manufacturing lead times,
and high customer satisfaction [1].
Enterprise management often needs easy and fast developed tools to increase
production capacity and flexibility, even in a SME (Small Medium Enterprises)
contest. Usually SMEs are organized by function and for achieving the expected
results it is not enough to improve the performance of a single function. In many
cases performances increase is possible only adopting a BPR (Business Processes
Reengineering) approach. Nevertheless this approach meets mostly two objections
from management. First of all the resources and the time involved represent an
important investment, secondly it is not possible to exactly quantify the predictable
results. The resistance to the most known BPR methodology is underlined in recent
bibliography [2].
It could be argued that the development of simulation models is an useful approach
to quantify the expected results before adopting any BPR action. In fact, because of
its great versatility, flexibility, and power, simulation is one of the most widely used
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operations research techniques from the early eighties [3]. However several studies
show that there is a low usage of simulation by industries [4], especially simulation
has not been widely applied to SMEs (Small Medium Enterprises) [5].
To support BPR activities, a model of the whole enterprise is needed. Carry on the
development of such a simulation model is a very expensive activity, in term of
resources and time consumption, adopting a commercial simulation tool (for example:
AutoMod™, Arena™, em-Plant™). Moreover the developed model for a specific
enterprise is not adaptable to another enterprise, because the model has to be very
detailed. For this reason SMEs are prevented to develop simulation model in order to
support BPR activities.
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The proposed methodology

The proposed methodology was developed during several applied researches carried
on in the last years. These researches were focused on the improvement of production
– logistic systems performances in SMEs. To achieve the goal BPR activities were
undertaken and simulation models were developed to support and drive the BPR
process. The SMEs involved operate on different industrial fields such as: ceramic
and tile, automotive, wood products and large distribution. Facing these activities a
methodology was developed to answer the main common requests coming from
different enterprises, this methodology is named VirtES (Virtual Enterprise
Simulator).
2.1

VirtES

The aim is to provide an easy to use methodology to develop simulation model for
supporting BPR in SMEs. A three stages methodology is developed to address the
SMEs instances.
The first stage consists of developing a processes based model highly adaptable to
manufactures operating in a specific field. The activities of business processes mining
and business process analysis starts from one or more specific enterprises and then are
enlarged to all company of the same industrial field. This analysis allowed to develop
processes based model, for a generic enterprise, that consider the common features of
all companies of the same industrial field. The processes model is developed
according to the FDM (Factory Data Model) paradigm [6].
In the second stage a simulation model based on the processes model defined is
developed. This is a “high level” simulation model that gives an overview of the
performances of the enterprise in term of macro KPI (key performances indices). At
this stage the behavior of the whole enterprise is simulated starting from order
reception to products delivery. SciLab open source platform is adopted to develop the
high level simulation model. Detailed simulation and optimization sub – models are
provided at the third stage. These are “low level” simulation models, extremely
detailed and focused on a specific sub system or process. The “low level” models can
be properly developed with the most appropriate mathematical formalism or
commercial simulation suite such as: AutoMod™, Arena™, em-Plant™. These
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models point out results in terms of production capacity, lead time, scheduling
algorithm, exc. The three stages structure of VirtES methodology is shown in fig. 1.

Fig. 1. There stages VirtES methodology structure.

2.2

The first stage

At the first stage, the aim is to develop a process model of the whole enterprise. At
this stage a strong cooperation between the modeling team and the human resources
of the enterprise is needed. Process modeling is an high resource and time
consumption activity and this represent one of the main difficulties in SMEs.
The FDM was introduced by Yu in the 2001 to accelerate the modeling process
adopting a scalable and reusable model. The FDM model, belonging to the data model
family, was chosen here mainly because of the flexibility of the model and the
possibility of its use even when only partially complete. The FDM model paradigm is
shown in fig. 2.

Fig. 2. FDM paradigm [6].
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The development of the FDM model starts from the study of a specific enterprise.
Then the model is compared with the model already available from previous studies
and literature review, mainly with model of enterprises operating in the same
industrial field. If a reference model is found this can be adapted to suite any
particular features of the studied enterprise. Otherwise a new reference model is
developed. The reference model has to collect the main characteristics of the studied
enterprise and has to be simple to preserve the reusability.
2.3

The second stage

At the second stage the FDM process model is implemented on the open – source
platform SciLab. An open – source platform was chosen to allow the integration with
detailed sub-models developed with specific software at the third stage. The open –
source platform SciLab is chosen because of high computational power, statistical
and graphic functions useful for results interpretation and the possibility to benefit of
the support and the frequent update provided by SciLab Consortium.
VirtES basic rule for code implementation is to develop a single SciLab function
for each model process. Each function could be organized hierarchically for a better
code design. The process interaction diagram represents also the main flow – diagram
of the SciLab code. If the studied enterprise fits with an existing reference model the
function already developed for previous studies can be reused. This feature
contributes to save resources and time during the model development. The SciLab
model is able to simulate the behavior of the enterprise and gives results in term of the
chosen macro KPI (Key Performance Indicators).
2.4

The third stage

At the third stage sub – models of specific process or sub – system are developed. The
most appropriate mathematical formalism and software tools could be used to achieve
the expected results. In fact the possibility to interface the sub – models with the main
SciLab model is demanded to the open – source platform potential.
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The case - study

VirtES methodology was full developed and firstly applied to ceramic tiles enterprises
of the Emilian ceramic cluster. A reference FDM model is developed and coded in
SciLab. In the reference model are defined the significant features for the
characterization of a tile enterprise and the macro KPI to evaluate the performances.
The models developed by VirtES allowed to quantify for a generic tile enterprise the
potential economic benefits related to different BPR actions.
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3.1

Model implementation

The reference model is developed starting from studied enterprises and validated with
the evidence found in literature. The description of the manufacture system provided
by Andres is confirmed [7]. The model includes also the order process in order to
describe the entire enterprise behavior from order collection to costumer satisfaction.
The amount of sold tiles (named “SPE”) and the average stock level (named “MAG”)
are chosen as macro KPI, a representation is given in figure 3. The complete tile
enterprise reference model is provided in figure 4.

Fig. 3. Tile enterprise KPI.

Fig. 4. Tile enterprise reference FDM model.
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The simulation model is provided and every process is coded in a single SciLab
function. The inputs for the FDM model are customer orders, the SciLab simulation
model could be feed by real orders from historical data or by a random function that
generates orders according to the imposed rules.
The simulation model is set according to the characteristics of the studied
enterprise and validated. After validation process the model is used to investigate the
effectiveness of the considered BPR actions:
• IT: order process and IT (Information Technology) re – engineering;
• TQ: manufacturing system improvement toward TQ (Total Quality);
• FO: sales forecast optimization (FO).
In the first case the enterprise performances are simulated in the hypothesis of a
complete reliability of orders data base information. In the second case the hypothesis
of the absolute absence of color tone variation in final products is taken, [8]. In the
third case the system behavior is simulated under the hypothesis of total according
with sales forecast and real market orders. Simulating the enterprise performance in
these extreme condition is useful to evaluate the potentiality of each BPR action.
An integration with the production line sub-model, developed with AutoMod, is
provided to evaluate the effect of BPR actions at production line level [9].
3.2

Results

To enable an economic analysis, a simple function is proposed, termed the “Earning
function” (1). Maximizing the proposed function means that the performance of the
company, as defined in the model, is optimized in terms of enterprise profit. The
simulation results are reported in table 1. referring to a period of one year.
(1)

f(SPE,MAG) = M*SPE - Cm*MAG .
• M is the spread between the average sale price and the average production
cost for 1 m2 of tiles;
• Cm is the average stocking cost for 1 m2 of tiles for 1 year.

High-level simulation results point out the expected improvement in the enterprise
profits related to the adoption of any considered BPR action; the results are provided
in table 1.
Table 1. Simulation results.

BPR actions
None, present state
IT
TQ
FO
IT + TQ
IT + FO

Enterprise profits (€)
961.211
999.871
993.151
965.883
1.095.525
1.010.605
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Fig. 5. Sub-model results in term of machineries utilization.

The results of the low-level AutoMod model show the improvement in machineries
utilization; the results are shown in figure 5.
The most promising single BPR action is IT re – engineering. Also IT re –
engineering positive impact on machinery utilization is quantified tanks to the
detailed sub – model.
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Conclusion

The VirtES methodology prevents from developing a very detailed model for the
whole enterprise and allows to create and integrate detailed modes for specific sub systems. The proposed approach requires low resources and matches the instances of
SMEs. The implementation of the present approach provides an useful tool for the
enterprise to support management in decision-making, investment planning and
improvement strategy defining. The results achieved, applying VirtES to the Italian
ceramic industry [10] encourage the adoption to other industrial field.
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